Information Management

Optimize workflows & collaboration!
INFORMATION MANAGEMENT

Lucullus PIMS improves communication between all collaborators and the entire bioprocess environment. Integrated workflows dramatically reduce the effort to get the information where needed.

A SINGLE SOFTWARE FOR PERFECT COLLABORATION

A variety of people are involved during the bioprocess chain. From lab technicians, engineers, data scientists to managers, different people have different tasks and need specific tools and specific information. Lucullus PIMS is designed to provide users with the tools and information they need.

HIGHLY EFFICIENT EVERYDAY LIFE IN BIOPROCESS ENVIRONMENTS

When I design a new experiment, Lucullus shows me i) which reactors are free, ii) if there is enough media available, iii) which analytical methods and process control can be applied. Once all planning is complete, the technicians can immediately start their work. With Lucullus I have access to all data without having to collect them myself and can quickly evaluate my experiments. The report for the managers is created by Lucullus with just one click.

Lucullus supports me to prepare and execute multiple bioprocesses day by day. During the preparation of media and equipment, I am guided by Lucullus. To start planned processes, I just push a button. Lucullus provides me with all information I need to execute a process as it was designed by the scientist. Lucullus keeps me up-to-date with e-mails and SMS to ensure everything runs smoothly. I do not have to document anything on paper and can concentrate on my job.

INSTALL AND BENEFIT

- faster and digitalized workflows
- support during planning, preparation, execution and evaluation
- paperless documentation
- user management and interaction for perfect collaboration
- easy access to all data from anywhere at any time
- one-click reporting

Request a live demo and more information:
lucullus-pims@securecell.ch
www.lucullus-pims.ch